
 
 

Abstract

involves copy, merger, and deletion and movement operations in the Minimal-

is hindered as a result of interference from the mother tongue and divergence 
in raising constructions. Thus, this study examines subject-raising construc-
tions in English and Yorùbá to explicate the root cause of the problem and the 

-

-
ject, object-to-subject raising and raising of the clause to the subject position 
are carefully studied.

is permitted in Yorùbá. A raised element in Yorùbá often leaves behind a 
-

raising structures especially subject raising, are not easy for Yorùbá learners 
of English due to language variations. Thus, learners are forced to avoid the 

-

1 ELS is the acronym for English as a Second Language.
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-

null-subject matrix verb such as seem, appear 

-
ment as  English. Since raising involves the movement of an element from a 

are derived in these raising operations. This study attempts to investigate the 

-
-

-



-

of these observations, Subject raising structures are selected to be fully ex-

-
dered as a result of interference from the mother tongue and divergence in 

-
-

are not easy for L2 learners due to language variations. Thus, learners are 

language. Thus, this study examines subject raising constructions in English 

This study aims to compares raising constructions in both English and 

i. To identify the areas of convergence and divergence regarding raising 
constructions in English and Yorùbá.

ii. 

iii. -

movement in the Minimalist Program. The movement in MP is diverse from 

copying and deletion. In the copy theory, the item to be moved is duplicated 

is deleted from the extraction site. According to the copy theory, a trace is 
a copy of the moving element that is deleted in the phonological component 



The initial TP You will marry me 
attract a copy of the T-auxiliary will to adjoin to it forming CP Will you will 
marry me. Subsequently, the phonetic feature of the original will is deleted to 
derive Will you marry me, 
overtly spelt out to form the derivation will you marry me? 

moves to the Spec-T in the upper TP.

Yorùbá is the principal language of the Western states of Ekiti, Ondo, 
Osun, Oyo, Ogun and Lagos of Nigeria. It is also being spoken to some extent 

Western part of Nigeria. Yorùbá is the mother tongue of the Yorùbá learners 
of English in the present investigation. Yorùbá speakers represent about ten 



-

ESL is a form of English learned and used alongside or in addition to the 

their Mother Tongue. They are learning English as a second language through 

-

from either of the languages to the other.  Thus, the competence of Yorùbá 

-

As a variety of English, ESL is a form of English learned and used alongside 
-

-

a second language. 

been acquired by a bilingual person. A bilingual person is anybody that can 

the sequentially second language of a bilingual person.’  It is also ‘a language 
-

as interactions, inter-ethnic communication, education, commerce, and pol-
itics. For instance, the English language is used in Nigeria as a second lan-
guage to serve these purposes. 

merchants, missionaries and colonial activities, the status of the English 



-
-

cross-ethnic interaction, education, politics, the media, trade and commerce, 
-

public of Nigeria recognises Hausa, Igbo and Yorùbá as the major indigenous 
-

side the English language. 
Consequently, the mutual existence of English and the indigenous lan-

setting. In addition to their native languages, many Nigerians use English as 
-
-

-

many challenges for ESL learners in speaking the English language, in any 
of the speech communities in Nigeria. Some other challenges faced by ESL 

indigenous languages on English is a major problem confronting the teach-
ing and learning of English as a second language. In a similar study, Gan 

has underscored common problems of ESL across languages. Problems of 

i. Language Variation: English and Yorùbá are different languages. 

many grammatical structures. One of the areas of divergence is raising 

to variation in the derivation of such structures in both languages.



ii. Nigeria is a multi-lingual en-

like Nigerian languages especially Yorùbá and they also diverge in some 
-
-

iii. Some structures that are derived 
-

struct. These structures include passive sentences and raising construc-
tions. This is due to the absence or variation of these structures in the 

-

is a problem for Yorùbá ESL learners due to the absence of DP-auxiliary 
inversion in the Yorùbá language.     

-

of interference from the native language. These teachers at times lack 

them be ill-equipped to teach structures such as those involving raising 
constructions.    

There are a lot of disparities in 
the phonological and grammatical systems of the English language. There 

grammatical imbalances in tense, plural and rule formation. Learners 
are often confused, and they sometimes resort to over-generalization of 

 Speakers and 
learners of ESL are not native speakers of the language. So, they often 
face a shortage of vocabulary especially in interpersonal communication 

As a result, they could not express themselves clearly and appropriately. 
Similarly, some grammatical rules such as subject-verb agreement, tense 

great challenges to ESL speakers and learners. Many speakers do not 

connected speeches. To ensure grammatical accuracy, some Yorùbá ESL 



 As a result of the non-native environment, 

pronunciation. This is borne out of lack of certain sound segments in 
Nigerian languages or due to interference from the mother tongue and 
imperfect learned pronunciation and intonation. For instance, the pro-

speakers. Thus, the development of native-like pronunciation and intona-

 Many Nigerian ESL speak-

be corrected like in a school environment. English has assumed the sta-
tus of inter-ethnic communication for mutual understanding. Yet many 

-
guage due to high level of illiteracy. The learners of ESL only speak the 

-
ous mother tongues. 

ix. Some of the speakers and learners of ESL often feel 
intimidated or shy to speak the language because they thought that their 

language rather than a native language. Some learners may not speak it 

of the factors that discourage Yorùbá ESL speakers and learners from 
speaking the language.   

x. In an 
ESL situation like Nigeria, ‘learners and teachers usually face the prob-

could be used to achieve a native-like competence. Most texts and illus-

English is taught as a second language. More so, the time allocated to 

requires more contact hours.      



means that the subject or object of an embedded clause is moved to the posi-

-

of verbs called null subject verbs and some adjectives that take expletive there 
or it seeming, 
appear, happen, likely, and certain. The rationale behind such mobility is that 

argument. Therefore, the argument moves to the subject position of the ma-

As a syntactic rule, subject raising is motivated by the Extended Projection 

-

-
tions in detail.

languages. The sentences are presented to portray the underlying structures, 
-

tures in both languages. In these languages, raising is not haphazardly exe-
cuted but through some syntactic rules that spell out the grammaticality of the 

raising subject to subject position, raising the object to subject position and 
raising clause to subject position:

-
ject of an embedded subject is raised to the subject position of the 



matrix clause. This syntactic operation is motivated by the EPP con-
dition that every clause must have its subject. The matrix verbs such 
as seem and happen likely

the subordinate subject. Thus, the embedded subject is compelled to 

clause. Consider these examples:  

   

         

Ø resembles [that Ade has eaten yam]

It resemble that Ade has eaten yam

It seems that Ade has eaten yam

It resemble that he has eaten yam

It seems that he has eaten yam



d.  Ade I i     

     

Ade resemble that he has eaten yam

Ade seems to have eaten yam

It is likely that Olu comes to home
It is likely that Olu come home
b. Olú i seése kí oi

        
Olu likely that he come to home
Olu is likely to come home

A careful study of the illustrations above has proven that some elements 
-

in both languages.  In English, three raising predicates seem, belief and likely 

-

raising predicate seem 
the raising verb seem to take an expletive it 
clause as a complement. The assumption is that if the embedded clause is 

verb seem also takes expletive it 

Due to the incomplete feature of the expletive it, 
embedded clause Bob moves to the matrix subject position, but such move-
ment results in ungrammatical structure. This means that such movement is 

-
-



embedded clauses John 
to the subject position of the matrix clauses.

through the resumptive pronoun ‘o’ left behind by raised items. In ‘8d’ and 
Ade and Olu are raised to the sentence-initial positions and both leave 

a resumptive pronoun ‘o’ behind at the extraction site. A variety of raising 
-

-

achieved as the last resort to make the sentence grammatical in the language.

-
ject lexical item and intransitive, the English matrix verb in subject to object 
raising takes a subject and it is transitive, but the embedded clause must be 

                 

                

        It interest me to   eat rice

                   

Me interest to   eat rice



                  

Rice interest me to    eat

Hence, Bob -

a subject. Such structure also violates EPP condition. To make the embedded 

is raised to the sub-

both expletive and nominal items as the subject. As a result of the incomplete 
features in the expletive o,
the matrix subject slot. Any attempt to raise that object of the matrix clause 

embedded clause iresi 
It should be noted that the subject of the embedded clause is raised to the 

object position of the matrix clause in English but the reverse is the case in 

subject slot of the matrix clause.  
  

Like other structures discussed earlier, subject raising could also be re-
alized at the clausal level. It is possible to raise an embedded clause from a 

raising to subject position.



     b. 

                                   

13a. It surprised me to hear him say that

     b. To hear him say that 

                                     

14a. Ó dára 

 It good that we erect shed three

b. 

                                  

bí      ó                se  múra

 It interest me how 3prs: sing do dress

b. úra 

                 

 How 3prs: sing do dress interest me

 

It bad   how 3prs: sing. do run away



b. á 

                             

3prs: sing. do run away bad

-
-

spectively to the subject position. Notice that examples ‘12a and 13a’ are the 

‘12b and 13b’ are realized after the embedded clauses have been raised to the 

the movement of clauses to the left is possible in Yorùbá and English. Exam-

change in meaning.

It bad   that 3prs: sing.  run away

Pe     ó                  sá   

                    

 That 3prs: sing. run away bad

It bad   if 3prs: sing. Attempt run away



Ti  ó                 ba            sá   lo

                    

 If     3prs: sing. Attempt run away bad

Examples ‘17’ refers to the manner of the action sa lo, ‘18’ demonstrates 
-

pleted in the past or present. Structure in ‘18’ is a conditional statement that is 

that raising in such a structure is excluded.

expletive to provide the obligatory subject for the null-subject clause to sat-
isfy the EPP condition. They also display features of subject and object rais-

position. Subject to subject raising and raising of an embedded clause to the 
matrix subject slot is permitted in both languages, but the English language 
permits the subject of the embedded to raise to the object position of the ma-

The raised DP in subject to subject raising in Yorùbá often leaves a trace 

pronoun that refers to the antecedent in the main clause and it has the same 
-

-

any resumptive pronoun left behind. The existence of trace-like resumptive 

copy-raising.
It is also observed that and wu etc. behave as rais-

they are raising predicates in Yorùbá. In English, seem, likely, interest etc., 
are raising predicates. Similarly, the clauses can also be raised in both lan-

the main clause.



This paper has examined the subject raising constructions in English and 
-

of raising constructions. They raise subject elements from the embedded 
clauses to the matrix clauses. The problem areas for learners of English have 

learning.    
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